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Detection of abnormalities
is not synonymous with
patient benefit
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We appreciate Gravel and colleagues’
efforts to develop a clinical decision
rule that successfully identifies skull
fractures among young children with
mild head trauma and no indication for
head computerized tomography (CT).1
We wonder, however, if these skull
fractures warrant diagnosis and, specifically, if affected children benefit from
their detection. Isolated skull fractures
have been suggested as an example of
overdiagnosis, the accurate detection of
an abnormality from which a patient
does not experience net benefit.2,3
Follow-up outcome data, such as
receipt of surgical repair, are needed to
assess the possibility of patient benefit,
but they are not included in the present
study. Other studies have found that
clinical deterioration and surgical intervention are rare among well-appearing
children with isolated skull fractures.4,5
Even when repair is performed among
this cohort, the impetus is generally
cosmetic. If growing skull fractures are
the concern (which, as the authors concede, are exceedingly uncommon), then
the important research question
becomes how to best predict these specific fractures rather than how to predict skull fractures in general.
Faced with an unclear benefit of
testing, we must consider the potential
harms. How often did skull fracture
findings trigger CT scans, for which
there is an added risk of malignancy?
Though isolated skull fractures do not
necessarily warrant routine hospitalization, studies have demonstrated that
most children with this finding are
indeed admitted to hospital.5 Parental
anxiety and guilt resulting from the
news that their young child has a skull
fracture is an additional concern.
Improving the means to detect abnormities is a timeless objective in medicine,
but we must pair this work with efforts to
determine whether children receive more
benefit than harm as a result of increased
or improved diagnosis.
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Public health benefits from
legalizing cannabis: both
sides of the coin

(nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs)
and alcohol.4 Harm reduction experts
have also expressed concerns that professional societies are jeopardizing patient
health by requiring a much higher standard for the prescribing of cannabis over
the prescribing of opioids.5
Legalization of cannabis would
remove research blockades to begin
proper study of cannabidiol. This compound is not associated with a “high,” is
not known to be addictive and has antiseizure, antianxiety and antipsychotic
properties.6 Up to this point, proper
study of cannabidiol and other cannabinoids has been restricted by their criminalized status.
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Although Spithoff and colleagues mention some benefits of legalizing cannabis, they provide more details about the
potential harms. The positives are limited to reducing stigma and “realization
of therapeutic benefits.”1
It may be difficult for physicians
viewing cannabis through the lens of
addiction to see any silver lining from
legalization. However, there are both
individual and public health benefits
that should be balanced against possible
harms. The first and most immediate
benefit is that patients who use cannabis
for therapeutic purposes will no longer
fear legal sanctions.
Both the US and Canada are currently
dealing with an increase in addiction and
death from fentanyl, oxycodone and
other opiates. Two large studies have
shown about a 25% decrease in deaths
from opiate overdose associated with the
legalization of medical cannabis and the
availability of dispensaries.2,3 The recent
COMPASS study found that the use of
cannabis for chronic pain has a reasonable safety profile and that patients often
used it as a substitute for other more
harmful drugs, such as opiates, NSAIDS
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